AT

AT’s design and fluid lines immediately suggest it’s a comfortable chair for people to sit and benefit from a range of motion in all directions.

AT
187 range, design: Wilkhahn

Powered by Trimension, Wilkhahn’s free-2-move concept is a global benchmark in healthy three-dimensional seating.
With its unified and harmonious design, the variety of models and customizable features make the AT chair family the
smartest option among the free-2-move ranges. The auto-centering mechanism of the seat shell ensures that your
body maintains its center of gravity – regardless of the posture adopted or movement made. The backrest bearer with
tilt capability comes with automatic weight adjustment. As a result, using AT’s ergonomical range of motion is child’s
play. Just sit down, adjust the seating height and you’re done! The chair and your body will do the rest on their own …

187/7
Task chair,
medium-height backrest
¶ 38⅝"/43¼" ¢ 26⅜" | 25¼"
¡ 15¾"/20½" √ 19⅝" Ω 16⅞"

187/8
Task chair,
high backrest
¢ 26⅜"
¶ 43¼"/48"
¡ 15¾"/20½" √ 19⅝"

| 25¼"
Ω 16⅞"

187/9
Task chair, high backrest with
headrest and neck rest
¢ 26⅜" | 25¼"
¶ 47¼"/52"
¡ 15¾"/20½" √ 19⅝" Ω 16⅞"

The patented Trimension® kinematics
encourages natural and fluid motion
in all directions. The three-dimensional stimulation of the joints, spine and
muscles prevents backache and joint
problems, boosts well-being and
promotes concentration.

In today’s office environments, an attractive design and the encouraging of physical activity play a key role in productivity.
An exceptional environment helps attract and retain sought-after employees. The positive effects of Trimension on health,
well-being and mental agility have been carried out by three scientific case studies.

AT’s modern aesthetic also sets a new standard in office chairs: all crossover points have been carefully pinned down to the
last detail so that the frame’s structure appears seamless. Choosing white for the seat and backrest shell increases the design
options for different environments and delivers a fresh look with an almost home-like appeal.

Combining the chair with table and conference chair ranges based on the same integrative design produces
seamless design solutions – such as the Occo range here, designed by jehs+laub.

All office chairs from one range: AT with a high backrest, headrest, neck rest, leather upholstery and a classy frame
is the perfect addition to an executive office.

If the task chair has only one dedicated user, the automatic weight adjustment comes with a preset with 10 increments
to adapt to personal preference.

The wide range of fabrics and colors provides variety and
consistency within an office concept.

When combined with height-adjustable tables, the models with an elevated seating position (ESP from 16½" – 23⅝")
encourage people to alternate between sitting down and standing up.

In detail

Seat/backrest shells,
backrest bearer and frame

Height adjustment/
seat-depth extension

AT’s key components are available in
black or white, the backrest shell is
also optionally upholstered at the
rear. The armrest pad and all controls
are always gray. The different upholstery elements make three backrest
heights possible: medium height,
advanced height and advanced
height with headrest and neck rest.
The upshot is a wide range of models
for any area requiring office chairs.
Fabric and leather upholstery from
the Wilkhahn collection equip AT with
almost infinite design possibilities.

Icons on the controls illustrate what
they do: the lever on the right adjusts
with precision the seating height, the
knob conveniently adjusts the seat
depth while the user is sitting down.

Locking/optional presetting the
automatic weight adjustment
The push button on the left locks
the chair in a neutral 0 position and
the knob allows presetting in ten
increments to adapt to personal
levels of comfort.

The height of the armrests is
adjustable by 3.9" at the touch of a
button. The depth of the armrest
pads on 3D armrests can also be
extended by 2" and the width by 1",
4D armrests can also rotate inwards
and outwards by 25°.

Trimension®
Without altering the chair, the auto-centering suspension of the seat shell, the
backrest bearer, and the automatic weight adjustment allow bodies to maintain
their center of gravity – whatever the posture or movement is.
The coordinated design of each component creates a sculptural and seamless form.
The chair conveys the fluid, automatic and intuitive movements that the user makes.
Integrated lumbar support and
optional 3D forward tilt
All AT models feature integrated
lumbar support. The lumbar height
is also very easy to adjust by 2.4" via
two handles on the sides of the
backrest. The optional activation of
the innovative forward seat tilt raises
in synchrony the backrest and the
lumbar support.

Frame surfaces

All plastic components are in black or white (the synchro-
adjustment mechanism, backrest bearer, seat and backrest
shell and armrests)

Armrest pads, controls

Gray

Upholstery material for seat and backrest shell

37 | 47 | 54 | 60 | 62 | 63 | 66 | 67 | 68 | 69 | 91 | 92
You can find all upholstery materials and further colors in our media center.
The backrest shell can also be covered.

Star base

Aluminum powder coated in black or white, polished or high-luster polished or
black through-dyed, fiberglass-reinforced polyamide

Basic functions

Trimension® with automatic weight adjustment and height-adjustable lumbar support

Optional extra features

– If desired, automatic weight adjustment with presetting in 10 increments
– Contact suppression feature
– Patented 3D forward tilt with the seat and back raised at the same time can also be activated
– Seat-depth extension
– Height-adjustable armrests (1D), with depth and width adjustment (3D), with additional swivel capability (4D)
– Armrest pads with a soft-touch surface

In addition to office chair models
with normal height adjustment and
an elevated sitting position, AT also
has height-adjustable counter
stools with adaptable foot rings.
These models aren’t just used at
counters, but also at high tables in
modern project rooms so that
people are at the same level when
they’re sitting and standing.
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